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Abstract

Flood modeling is a complex problem that requires co-
operation of many scientists in different areas. In this pa-
per, the architecture and results of ANFAS1 (Data Fusion for
Flood Analysis and Decision Support) project is presented.
This paper also focuses on the parallel numerical solutions
of flood modeling module that are the most computational-
intensive part of whole ANFAS architectures.

1. Introduction

Over the past few years, floods have caused widespread
damages throughout the world. Most of the continents were
heavily threatened. Therefore, modeling and simulation of
floods in order to forecast and to make necessary preven-
tion is very important. There are several flood modeling
software like MIKE [1], FLOWAV [2], however, they are
suitable only for small problems. It is the motivation of
ANFAS [13] (Data Fusion for Flood Analysis and Decision
Support) project that is supported by European Commission
within IST Fifth Framework Programme.

The ANFAS system is based on a 3-tier architecture
(Figure 1):

- the ANFAS client,
- the ANFAS core server,
- the servers or wrappers allowing to ”connect” possibly

in remote access external features as the database, the mod-
els and possibly additional processes (e.g. computer vision
ones).

1.1. ANFAS architecture description

Hereafter, there is a short description of each component:

1This work is supported by EU 5FP ANFAS IST-1999-11676 RTD and
the Slovak Scientific Grant Agency within Research Project No. 2/7186/20
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Figure 1. ANFAS architecture

Database Server:
GIS ArcView (where are stored all data that represent the

sites) and
GIS access component (responsible for the management

of the GIS)
Modeling server:
Numerical models (such as FESWMS Flo2DH) and
Model access component (pilots the numerical models)
ANFAS Core server:
Application server (the bridge between the client and the

ANFAS Core server),
Data manager (handles the user sessions i.e. set of data,

especially for what concern scenarios such as recording,
loading and collections),

File exchange component (responsible for the transfer of
files between servers),




